
DESY Summer shool 2007Kirsi LeppänenUniversity of Helsinkikirsi.leppanen�helsinki.�Supervisors Thomas Wroblewski and Andre Rothkirh25.7.-14.9.2007September 13, 20071 IntrodutionA new X-ray imaging method was tested and studied, where between thesample and detetor 300 mm long apillary bundles were used. Experimentswere meant to be made by using white beam whih inludes all X-ray wave-lengths. The aim of using the apillaries was to �nd a new way to suppresssattering aused by polyristalline samples.Measurements were onduted using an old spear head made of iron as asample. The head of the spear was in three piees: the piees were di�erentin their sizes and thiknesses and the third part was the very top of the spear.All of them were very rusty and overed with layers of orrosion and soil withtraes of plants. So by using only eyes it was impossible to see any signs ofthe struture or the surfae of the spear head.1.1 X-RadiographyX-radiography is an investigation tehnique whih is fast and non-destrutiveand this latter thing is extremely important when onsidering the investiga-tion of arhaeologial samples. It reveals the struture, form, size, surfaefeatures and details of the sample whih an be heavily or ompletely or-rosed or under a thik layer of burial areations and organi substanes.Radiography does not ause any mehanial or other physial or hemial1



e�ets to the objet and for some type of samples X-radiography an pro-vide information that ould not be gained by using any other method. Agood quality radiography result provides the information whih is needed toidentify, lassify and date the sample [6℄. In radiography measurement thesample is exposed by X-rays and the image is generated by the transmit-ted X-rays, so the image omes about the variations in absorption due tothikness and omposition of the sample. Sattering from the sample ausesproblem, beause it blurs out the image.1.2 PolyapillariesPolyapillaries o�er the possibility to inrease the sample to detetor distanewithout the loss in resolution. Polyapillaries are manufatured by pullingheated glass. The starting point of the polyapillary struture is a singleglass tube, whih is pulled to a very thin apillary. These apillaries areolleted into bundles and pulled repeatedly into the wanted �nal form. Therelative large ross setion, whih is needed for measurement purposes, isgained by olleting polyapillaries into larger bundles and fusing them bythermal treatment into a monolithi struture [1, 2℄. The super struture ofapillary bundles in the form of the hexagonal arrays an be well detetedin some of the measurement results. The aspet ratio of the used apillarieswas 10−4 in this measurement.1.3 SamplesThe sample was an old spear head from Poland. The sample was kept in threepiees, and those piees an be seen in the �gure 1. In the �gure 1 there anbe seen all the three parts in that order as they are meant to be together: thesmaller part, the bigger part and the very top of the spear head. As an beseen from the photo the piees were overed with soil and rust. The pieeswere found in the ruins of medieval astle in Czersk near Warsaw. They werefound in the grave whih belongs probably to the Masovian Prine, and theyare dated for the end of the 12th entury. In the same grave were found alsoother objets [8℄. The arhaeologis were afraid of removing the layers of dustaway from the samples, beause the samples are so old and easily damaged.So there was a real need for the X-ray investigation of these samples.
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Figure 1: The measured sample as a whole.
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2 Theory2.1 Di�ration Enhaned Imaging: Roking urveIn Di�ration Enhaned Imaging the used beam is monohromati and thebeam goes to detetor through an analyser rystal. Bragg's ondition isfull�lled only when the inident beam is in orret angle with the lattieplanes of the sample for a ertain X-ray energy. In this ase the beam di�ratsover a narrow range of inident angles. With analyser rystal it happens, thatthe di�rated intensity will follow the path of roking urve [3, 4℄ when theanalyser rystal is rotated. We wanted to see if this phenomenom wouldbe detetable in our experiment whih was done by white beam and usingthe apillaries, so the apillaries were slightly turned during the experiment.When the apillaries are rotated about a horizontal plane, the same shouldhappen, whih an be observed normally with analyser rystal.2.2 Suppression of satteringIn polyristalline samples there happens a lot of sattering, whih harmsthe imaging, beause it blurs out the image. That is why it is wanted tosuppress the sattering and in this experiment it was tested by using thepolyapillaries between the sample and detetor.2.3 Handling images by IDLSanned images from image plates were handled by IDL. I wrote short IDLprograms whih took are of the basi image proedures like alulating thesignal to noise ratios or enter of masses of the images, mapping the images,subtrating the bakgrounds and omparing the statistis of the images. Bythese simple programs the image plate results ould then be analysed. Theresults of the measurements with smaller part of the spear head are in theappendix A.The problem in the analysis was overexposure of the image plate: theimages su�ered from the high sensitivity of the image plate, so that manyof the pixels were in the saturation value and it was impossible to get anyinformation out of that kind of pitures. Also mapping was a di�ult task,beause sanned images were always in slightly di�erent positions and takenby di�erent onditions so that the intensity values hanged drastially fromimage to image. So there was no simple ertain type of solution to themapping problem, whih would work in all ases.4



Figure 2: The spetrum of the beam without tantalum.2.4 Calulations of the X-ray spetrumThe spetrum of the used synhrotron beam had to be alulated. For thealulation was used already existent program, whih an be found from theHASYLAB web pages [5℄. The values for the absorption oe�ients for thetantalum were taken from NIST web page [7℄.The alulated spetrum from the program is the spetrum of bendingmagnet and it gives the distribution of radiation emitted by eletron. Theenergy of the eletrons was 4.44 GeV, the storage ring urrent was 90 − 140mA, the magneti �eld of the benging magnets was 1.2182 T and polarizationwas S-polarization, whih means, that the eletri �eld is in the plane of thering. The absorption oe�ient values had to be multiplied by the massdensity of tantalum ρ. The intensity follows the law
I = I0 exp (−µρd), (1)where the thikness of tantalum is marked by d. As a result a spetrumof intensity values against energy values was gained and the results an beseen in the �gures 3, 4 and 5 for the tantalum thikness 0.1, 0.4 and 1.0 mmrespetivily. The original spetrum an be seen in the �gure 2. There an beseen a dramati di�erene between these spetra. Tantalum has its K-edgearound 67 keV, whih auses the shape of the spetra.
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Figure 3: The spetrum of the beam with tantalum thikness 0.1 mm.

Figure 4: The spetrum of the beam with tantalum thikness 0.4 mm.
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Figure 5: The spetrum of the beam with tantalum thikness 1.0 mm.3 MeasurementsThe �rst atual measurements I made in HASYLAB were onduted usingordinary X-ray tube and image plate. These measurements I made just forthe ase of learning how to handle image plate: how to san it and to seehow it behaves as a funtion of the radiation. Aerogel was used as a sampleand at that time it was planned that it would also be used as in the atualmeasurements. That never realized beause the sample is strong satterer,and it would have been impossible to measure it by our methods where hardbeam was used.The synhrotron radiation measurements were onduted using the set upat the HASYLAB beamline F3. The set-up onsisted of slit system, sampleholder, polyapillaries, image plate/�lm holder and image plate or �lm wasused as a detetor. Shemati piture of the used set-up an be seen inthe �gure 6. All the parts of the set-up like sample and �lm holder, slits,apillaries and ollimator were moved by step motors and these step motorswere handled through the program alled Online. The ables onneting stepmotors and trak had to be heked and ordered before the measurementsstarted. For that purpose we wrote a simple table, whih tells the motornumbers, able number and the alias in the Online program.The used beam size was as large as possible, whih meant an area of
6 mm times 6 mm. That aused immeadite problem with the safety levelof the radiation and that had to be solved by using many lead shieldingsand overings around the whole system. Extra safety measurements were7



Figure 6: The shemati piture of the used set-up.
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onduted around the huth, and they showed that the radiation there wasin the same level as the level of the normal bakground.The measurements started with arefully onduted alignment measure-ments. The apillaries had to be well aligned with the beam, and for thatreason a two dimensional san was made in the plane of the apillaries and2D-gaussian was �tted to the this data. Capillaries were then moved to theposition of the intensity maximum.3.1 Measurements with image plateThe sample holders were made out of plasti, and they had two di�erentsizes; the smaller and bigger piees were kept in another sample holder andthe top of the spear was kept in thinner sample holder. Sample holder wasamounted to the same devie as image plate holder so that they ould bemoved simultaneously and the whole area of interest of the sample was easyto san. The sanned areas were about 100 x 40 mm2 for the biggest part and
50 x 40 mm2 for the smaller part. The sanning steps in horizontal and invertial diretions were hanged between 1/2 and 1/3 of the beam size so thatthe optimal exposure ould be found. If the sanning step size was 1/3 of thebeam size, it means that every point was exposed three times. An automatibeam shutter and preset ount mode were used in every image plate exper-iment. The longest sanning took over two hours in the ase of the biggestpiee, but the average measurement time was one hour. Measurements weremade both with the apillaries and without the apillaries. The alignmentof the apillaries was also slightly shifted between the measurements whihwere made with apillaries. Some of the results of omparisions in the aseof the small piee of the sample an be found in the appendix A.There were lots of problems with image plate and the intensity of thewhite beam, beause many of the pixels of the image plate were in the sat-uration point after short exposure to the beam. Some of the problems weresolved by using lead plates in front of the beam, but this meant at the sametime, that the beam was not any more white beam, beause lead ut o� thelower parts of the spetrum.3.2 Measurements with �lmsTo avoid the using of thik lead plates in front of the beam the image plateswere substituted by ordinary �lms. Film has the advantage that it is lesssensitive ompared to the image plate, whih easily ends up with satura-tion level. But also the �lms ould not be used totally without anything infront of the beam: we used tantalum-plates with thikness of 1.0, 0.4 or 0.29



Property Kodak �lm Slavih �lm Fuji image plateSize 13x18 m 10.2x12.7 m 20x25 mResolution 50 µm 3000 lines/mm 50or100or200 µmSensitivity < Slavih at 530nm:75mJ/m2 � SlavihMax. of spe. sensit. ? 530 nm ?Di�ration e�ieny ? at 530 nm: > 40 % ?Table 1: The properties of the used �lms and image plate.mm. Measurements with �lms were made without beam shutter, so that thesanning was going on ontinuously. The used vertial sanning step sizedetermined the amount of the beam exposure. Many step sizes were testedbefore the optimal size was found for every di�erent piee of the sample.Measurements were made both with the apillaries and without the apillar-ies. All the important parameters of sueeded measurements an be seen intable 2.Two kinds of �lms were used and the properties of the two �lms an beseen in the table 1. Also some of the properties of image plate are omparedwith �lms. Kodak �lm (Kodak Industrex SR45) had higher sensitivity butlower resolution ompared to the another �lm (Slavih VRP-M), but the �rstreally good results were gained by using Kodak �lms. After determining theright exposure time good results were got also by using the other �lm type.Films were kept in the developer mixture for 4 minutes, after it they wereshortly dipped into diluted aeti aid and from there to �xing mixture. Afterabout another 4 minutes in the �xing tank, they were washed with water andthen dried. First three steps were absolutely important to be made in darkroom.4 ResultsResults of the measurements an be seen in the �gures 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13. Themost important measurement parameters are mentioned in the table 2.5 ConlusionsFirst experiments using image plates failed and showed severe problems, beausethey were too sensitive for the intensity of the beam and the resolution of the plateswas not as good as might been hoped. Beause the saturation limit was ahievedso easily, we ould use only very rough stepping and that aused the stripe patternto the many of image plate results (see for example �gure 7). So there were many10



Figure 7: The piture of the small piee taken by image plate. The piturean be ompared with the image taken by X-ray �lm whih an be seen inthe �gure 10. The resolution and the sensitivity of the image plate are notas good as those same properties of X-ray �lm. This image is taken withoutapillaries.
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Figure 8: The �rst sueeded exposure. Image is taken from the biggestpart of the sample. There was 1.0 mm tantalum in front of the beam andpolyapillaries were in use.
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Figure 9: Image of the biggest part of the sample taken without the apil-laries.
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Figure 10: Image of the smaller part of the sample taken without the apil-laries.

Figure 11: The top of the spear head taken without the apillaries.14



Figure 12: The detail from the former piture 11.

Figure 13: The image taken of the side of the smaller part of the sample.15



image �lm type thikness of Ta [mm℄ vertial step [mm℄ note8 Kodak 1.0 1.0 with apillaries9 Kodak 1.0 2.0 without apillariesbeam size:0.5x6 mm10 Kodak 1.0 2.0 without apillariesbeam size:0.2x6 mm11 Slavih 1.0 0.1 without apillaries13 Kodak 0.4 1.0 without apillariesbeam size:1x6 mmTable 2: Table of the results and information inluded in them. If the sizeof the beam is not mentioned it is 6 x 6 mm.reasons to use �lms instead of image plates and good results were ahieved by using�lms as detetors.Capillaries between the sample and �lm did not bring any improvements to theresults. The reason for that was the fat that there was tantalum in front of thebeam, so there was no white radiation in reality. Sattering is aused mainly dueto the low energy part of the beam spetrum, and now this part was ut o� andonly the high energy part of the spetrum did pass the sample. The apillaries hadthe e�et that they damped the intensity of the transmitted beam on the �lm, butthat was the only thing what they did. There was no suh amount of satteringthat the imaging would have been impossible without apillaries. So in the end theimages were taken with thin tantalum plate (0.4 − 1.0 mm) in front of the beamand without apillaries and the results were good.In eah of the images a lear pattern an be seen in every piee of the spearhead, so the pattern ontinues through the whole sample.Appendix AIDL-results with image plate measurement of the small pieeMapping was done by alulating the enter of masses of the images andthen hoosing the similar areas around the enter of masses and in this asethis worked out well. Three di�erent images were ompared with eah other:image taken with apillaries, image taken without apillaries and image takenwith apillaries whih are a little bit shifted from the aligned position.The results of statistial alulations:16



image mean variane median minimum maximumwith apillaries 26202.5 3478.95 26106.0 14967.0 35707.0without apillaries 18845.1 7168.55 20212.0 3477.0 35813.0shifted apillaries 8744.35 5862.84 5436.0 1688.0 29052.0Table 3: Table of the results alulated from image plate measurements.Referenes[1℄ Wroblewski T., Bjeoumikhov A., Nulear Instr. and Methods in Phys.Researh A 521 (2004) p. 571-575[2℄ Wroblewski T., Bjeoumikhov A., Nulear Instr. and Methods in Phys.Researh A 538 (2005) p. 771-777[3℄ Mattiuzzi M., Arfelli F., Menk R., Rigon L., Besh H.-J., Patent WO2004/071535[4℄ Li J., Zhong Z., Lidtke R., Kuettner K.E., Peterfy C., Aliyeva E., Muehle-man C., J. of Anat. 202(5) (2003) p. 463-470[5℄ http://hasylab.desy.de/failities/sr_and_fel_basis/sr_basis/index_eng.html[6℄ http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/upload/pdf/X_Radiography.pdf[7℄ http://physis.nist.gov/PhysRefData/XrayMassCoef/tab3.html[8℄ Wladyslaw Weker's private ommuniation
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